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AID RESOURCES DWINDLE
by Ted Doss

Students in the College of
Arts and Sciences have received
a total of $1,231,510 in

financial aid this year. This has
been enough to meet the needs
of everyone. However, next
year's financial aid money is

expected to be $105,000 short
of the anticipated $1.3 million

of needed aid.

In a recent interview, Mrs.
Elizabeth N. Chitty, Director
of Financial Aid, explained the
problems which the Financial

Aid Office is facing for the
future. She also explained
some pertinent facts about this

year's financial aid program.
Scholarships account for

$515,000 of this year's aid.

The rest of the aid consists of
Social Security benefits, V.A.
benefits, federal loans and
grants, university loans, loans

from private institutions,

tuition exchange, and all forms
of work here. The general fund
of the university provided

$93,000 of the aid money this

Several Tennessee Juniors

and Seniors may get some
money this semester, which
will decrease the amount of

money they had to borrow.
Two special appropriations of
work-study money by the
federal government have also
helped this year. Also, several
people voluntarily took less aid
than they were entitled to

In looking at next year, Mrs.
Chitty cited three problems in

trying to find enough Tunds to
enable all who so desire to
attend Sewanee. A change in

eligibility related to inflation
which occurred last year has
increased the number of people
eligible for aid. The continual

people need more money. (The

f despite

the size of the student body).
Finally, Mrs. Chitty said that
the backlog of scholarship
yields has been depleted a great
deal. Because of this factor, the
scholarship committee has not
yet decided whether or not to
stay in the National Merit
Scholarship program for 1977-
1978.

Several steps
i

have been, taken t

everyone's aid needs. The
mininum G.P.A. for keeping Mrs. Elizabeth N. Chitty, Director of Financial Aid

Calendar Issue Remains Controversial
by Anne Brakebill

Next
calendar has become a lively

topic of discussion around
campus. Student dissatisfaction

with the calendar, which
schedules the last exam for
December 22, has manifested
itself in various ways, from a
sense of fatal resignation to
threats to "arrange" medical
excuses for early leaves.

Many faculty members are

similarly displeased. Some
professors feel that in light

of such important matters as

their summer employment, a

later-than usual ending for the

' alternative

ir-than-usual

; special

tha

disadvantages of ei

Christmas day. O
remarked that he

tdblgs

professor

<ight well

be grading exams on that day.

Another professor pointed out
the hardships for those faculty

members who wish to travel to

relative's homes for Christmas.

Relatively little of this

discontent on the part of
students and faculty has been
channeled directly to the

Dean's Office, according to
Dean Stephen Puckctte. But
a resolution sponsored by the

University's Omicron Delta

Kappa chapter was passed by
both the Order of Gownsmen
and the Delegate Assembly
which seeks to remedy the

situation. It calls for 1 ) the

support of the faculty in

requesting that the

administration take the

necessary steps to end the

at least two days

2)

.llll.lhn

with a committee of faculty

and students in future planning
of the calendar. Dean Puckette
expressed his openness to these

proposals, insofar as they are

practical.

With regard to the

resolution's first stipulation ,the

Dean said the calendar

committee wilt do what it can.

There are a number of
problems associated with any
efforts to alter the calendar,

however. The beginning of the

unalterable as of now, Pucketle
said, since the calendar has
already been distributed so

widely — not only at Sewanee,
(cont. page 12)

Proposed Revisions Show Last Minute Changes

by Jim Harper

tives to the present

eek.

al Re

Short-handed firemen battle blaze

there's the Fire Buddy?"

Committee members sought to

present both plans to a joint

meeting of the Delegate

Assembly and Order of
Gownsmen on February 19.

entire committee. Specifically,

Porter challenged the following

provisions of Plan B:

tThe stipulation that all

student representatives to

faculty and administration

committees be members of the

proposed Represei
Assembly (RA).

tThe designation of

dormitory proctors

Elections Committee.
tThe failu

anything abc the Hon

the CRC was to present a re

choice to stu dent
Disagreements among membe

merits of each plan would 1

inevitable, he said, but th

should not prevent both plat

At i > tlu- r r the

whole

At 1:45 p.m., the second
day of mid-winters party

weekend, a fire was reported to

the Sewanee Volunteer Fire

Department. At 1:50 p.m.,

PURPLE reporters were on the

The blaze was called in by
Kemper Brown, a student in

the college of Arts and ,

Sciences. Mr. Brown said he
heard what he described as "an
unusual sound" coming from
Winn's Auto Barn on the

Monteagle highway, across the

road from the Finney home
where Kemper resides.

He immediately called the

dispatcher in Sewanee and

party

moments, the Community
Department responded to the

call. As is always the case on
lekends, the

s on duty while

the students are off (so to

speak ).

The EMT response was
slightly behind their usual

efficiency, but adequate. Jeff

Runge, also a student in the

college, was placed at the

dispatcher's desk in order for

David Green, dispatcher and

| Background |

tAn i i the I t of

unicameral Plan B, which they

felt went beyond concensus
understandings of the

Committee.
The CRC had formed two

sub-committees to draft the

sy Cox,
ian of the

the of the blazi

Unfortuantely, no 10-20,

"location" of the fire was I

with Mr. Runge, and sevc

r»..„-t

flai

that "Wir

In only

laibeth Porter expressed

'surprise" that the other

ub-committee made certain

ecisions without prior
nowledge or approval of the

Student Activities Fee
Committee (SAFC) and
restrictions of its membership
to RA members.

Cox, Pearigen, and Porter

asserted that the entire
committee should approve of

each plan to be submitted. Bob

representing the DA, disagreed.

He felt obligated to present the

strongest unicameral plan

possible, and asserted that

those in favor of it were in the

best position to judge its

merits. Pringle was a member

ewhat successful in having

-lined in the opposing plan.

Inicameralists originally

te into the p roposed

titution that all student

esentatives to faculty and
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Status Quo Also An Option

Revisions Drafted For Student Vote.

All power and responsibilities in the realm of and entrusted to student

government shall be invested in the Delegate Assembly, the order of

Gownsmen, and a provisional House of Students.

ARTICLE II

SECTION 1 : The purpose of the Delegate Assembly shall be to:

a) Afford proper and regular channels for student problems;

b) Provide representative government for the student body in the University

Community;
c) Work in harmony with the Order of Gownsmen for responsible

representation of the student body.

SECTION 2:

a) The Delegate Assembly shall be composed of (1) delegates elected from

the several dormitories, apportioned at a ratio of one delegate to every

twenty-five students, with every dormitory having at least one delegate; and all

students not living in dormitories being represented in the same ratio as other

students; (2) two delegates elected at large from each class; and (3) the

Speaker, Speaker Pro Tempore, and Secretary.

b) Delegates shall be elected early in each academic year. The Order of

Gownsmen shall have the responsibility of supervising these elections.

c) No person shall be elected to a seat in the Delegate Assembly who is not

in good standing with the University.

d) The Delegate Assembly alone shall have the power to discipline and expel

as delegates its members for breaches of student conduct, by a two- thirds

majority vote of the entire membership.

e) The Delegate Assembly shall meet on a regular basis. Special meetings

may be called by the Executive Committee or by petition of any five members

to either of the executive officers.

f) A quorum shall be a majority of the Delegate Assembly.

g> If, at the end of the first semester, a delegate moves from the dormitory

he has been elected to represent, his position is vacated, and a special election

will be held to fill that seat.

h) The Delegate Assembly shall have the option of altering the size of its

membership.

SECTION 3:

a) The executive officers of the Delegate Assembly shall be the Speaker,

Speaker Pro Tempore, and Secretary. They shall be elected at large from the

student body. The dates of nominations and elections shall be determined by

the Elections Committee of the Order of Gownsmen.

b) The officers of the Delegate Assembly shall hold office until the second

week of May.
c) The Speaker, Speaker Pro Tempore, and Secretary may not be executive

officers of the Order of Gownsmen.

SECTION 4: Duties and functions of the Delegate Assembly

a) The Delegate Assembly shall represent student opinion and make

proposals to the faculty and administration.

b) The Delegate Assembly, in concurrence with the faculty and

administration, shall have the power to legislate in matters of student conduct.

c) The Delegate Assembly shall appoint students to sit on all faculty and

University committees directly relating to student interests, subject to faculty

and administration approval, respectively.

d) The Delegate Assembly, in concurrence with the faculty and

administration, shall charter or sanction all student organizations on campus.

e) The Delegate Assembly shall appoint two members to the publications

board, a senior and a junior, chosen for a one-year term.

f) The Delegate Assembly, in concurrence with the Provost, shall administer

the Student Activity Fee by means of a committee of seven, five of whom shall

be elected by the Delegate Assembly, and two of whom shall be elected by the

Order of Gownsmen. The members of the Student Activities Fee Committee

shall elect a chairperson from among themselves. No president of any

organization which receives funds from the Student Activities Fee shall be

eligible for a seat on this committee.

g) The Delegate Assembly shall have the editorial responsibility for the

SEWANEE STUDENT HANDBOOK.

ARTICLE III

SECTION 1 : The purpose of the Order of Gownsmen shall be to advise the

Delegate Assembly on student opinion, and with organized and consistent

influence, to uphold the spirit, traditions, and ideals of The University of the

South.

SECTION 2:

a) The Order of Gownsmen shall be composed of all students who have the

Gown conferred upon them by the University.

b) The officers of the Order shall be the President, Vice-President, and

Secretary; they shall be elected by the Order and shall serve a one-year term of

office. The dates of nominations and elections, and the date of installation,

shall be determined by the Order.

SECTION 3: Duties and functions of the Order of Gownsmen:

a) The Order shall have concurrent power with the Delegate Assembly to

represent student opinion and make proposals to the faculty and

administration.

PLANB

The Students of the College of Arts and Sciences and the School of

Theology of the University of the South, for the purposes of ascertaining and

asserting consensus opinions and recommendations of the Student Body, and

for the maintenance of other functions in the course of student government,

do declare and maintain this Constitution for Student Government within the

University of the South.

ARTICLE I

All powers and responsibilities entrusted to Student Government by

the Student Body of the University of the South are invested in

Representative Assembly; and this body will serve as the official voice

Student opinion.

ARTICLE II

SECTION 1: The Representative Assembly is composed of:

a) representatives from all dormitories, apportioned at a ratio of <

representative to every fifteen students; with every dormitory having at least

one representative;

b) representatives for all non-dormitory College students, apportioned at e

ratio of one representative to every fifteen students;

c) representatives at large from each College class, apportioned at a ratio ol

one representative to every thirty class members;

d) representatives from the School of Theology apportioned at a ratio of

one representative to every fifteen students;

e) the President, Vice-President, and Secretary elected from and by the

Student Body at large.

SECTION 2:

a) All representatives and officers shall serve one-year terms; with elections

for representatives being held early in each academic year for that year's

Assembly and elections for officers being held in the last week of April to serve

in the following academic year.

b) All University elections for student positions are supervised by an

election committee composed of the University Proctors. The dates of

nominations and elections shall be determined by this committee.

c) Only students in good standing in the University are eligible for a seat in

the Representative Assembly.

d> Each representative is subject to recall by petition of three-quarters of his

constituency. Recall is effective upon presentation of the petition to the

President of the Assembly.

e) The Representative Assembly has the power to expel as representatives

any of its members for breaches of student conduct, by a two-thirds majority

vote of the entire Assembly.

f) If, at the end of the first semester, a representative moves from the

dormitory he has been elected to represent; or if a representative is recalled by

his constituency; or if a representative is expelled from the Assembly; that

position is thenceforth vacated and a special election will be held to fill that

SECTION 3:

a) The Representative Assembly is in Session from the conclusion of

elections for representatives in the early part of the year until the last day of

classes in each academic year. Officers assume their responsibilities within this

period.

b) The Representative Assembly shall hold regular periodic meetings and all

meetings shall be open to the general public.

c) Special meetings may be called by the President or by petition of any

twenty representatives to the President.

d) Any student or organization may inform the Representative Assembly,

by resolution, of its opinion on any question, or may introduce a question for

discussion. Said resolution shall be read before the Assembly by the

Vice-President.

e) One-third of the members of the Representative Assembly may petition

the Assembly to reconsider any motion previously passed by the Assembly.

f) Twenty per cent of the Student Body may petition the Representative

Assembly for a referendum on any motion passed by the Assembly.

ARTICLE III

SECTION 1:

a) All students sitting on faculty and University committees directly relating

to student interests and subject to faculty and administration approval,

be elected by the Representative Assembly.

b) The Representative Assembly has the power to charter all student

organizations on campus.

c) The Order of Gownsmen shall have the responsibility of maintaining the

Honor Council, the Discipline Committee, and the Inter-Fraternity Council.

These organizations shall be directly responsible to the Order of Gownsmen.

SECTION 2: The Representative Assembly shall, in concurrence with the

Provost, determine the distribution of the Student Activity Fund, by mea

a committee of eleven, elected by the Assembly; whose chairperson shall be

elected by the committee.

ARTICLE IV

There shall be an Executive Committee which shall be composed of the



. . . Election Date Still Unannounced
PLAN A

b) The Order, through a standing committee on elections, shall be
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including the determination of the qualification of candidates
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ARTICLE IV

^ SECTION 1: The purpose of the House of Students shall be to discuss
*" ltb the Delegate Assembly and the Order of

on student opinion to the faculty and

which
and the Order of Gownsmen;

c) Encourage a spirit of cooperat
the Order of Gownsmen.

ay ; Ilrl w I he llbly

en the Delegate Assembly and

SECTION 2:

a) The House of Students shall be composed of all m
Assembly and the Order of Gownsmen.

b) Attendance at meetings of the House of Students
all members of the Delegate Assembly and optional for
of Gownsmen, with the exception of Executive Offic.
shall be required to attend.

c) The House of Students shall meet at the discretion of the Presid
Order of Gownsmen and the Speaker of the Delegate Assembly.

d) The President of the Order of Gownsmen and the Speak
Delegate Assembly shall jointly coordinate the agenda of the Hous
and shall alternately preside over the House meetings.

andatory for

of the Order
Order, who

„ •_, *LAN B
President, Vice-President, and Secretary of the Representative Assembly the
President, Vice-President, and Secretary of the Order of Gownsmen the Head
Proctor, the Editor of the SEWANEE PURPLE, the Chairperson of the
Student Activities Fee Committee the Chairner«,n n ( ft,* u~„ ^ > .u
r. ;„„ r ,, „. '

'
me '-nairperson of the Honor Council, the

Chairperson of the Discipline Committee, and the Student Trustees.

ARTICLE V
SECTION 1

:

This Constitution may be amended by a two-thirds vote of at
least one-half of the Student Body. Amendments must originate in the
Representative Assembly.

SECTION 2: Proposed amendments to the Constitution must be published
in the SEWANEE PURPLE at least two weeks prior to any Student Body
referendum.

SECTION I: The Hous,

ARTICLE V

The Executive Committee shall be composed of the Speaker, Speaker Pro
empore, and Secretary of the Delegate Assembly, the President
ice-Presidenl. and Secretary of the Order of Gownsmen, the Head Proctor
le Editor of the SEWANEE PURPLE, the Chairperson of the Student
etivitics Fee Committee, the Chairperson of the Honor Council the
hairperson of the Discipline Committee, and the Student Trustees

ARTICLE VI

SECTION 1
:

This Constitution may be amended by a two-thirds vote of at
ast one-half of the student body. Amendments must originate in the Delegate
ssembly, the Order of Gownsmen, or the House of Students.

Divided Committee Forges Political Compromises

must be elected from and by
the Representative Assembly.

Bicameralists were under the

election procedures would
remain the same under both
proposed plans. Both Order of
Gownsmen and Delegate
Assembly presently elect

BOOK STORE
Sterling Silver Jewelry with

coral and turquoise ($6-$18)

Porter objected to the
notion

, for example, that

student Admissions Committee
members, of which she is one,
should have to belong also to

the RA. Qualified committee
members often do not have
time to belong to both

particularly when the function

removed from day-to-day
student government concerns.

Paul Seifert, a unicameralist,

questioned whether the

cted to the RA. He

MCAT REVIEW COURSE, given on an
individual basis in Atlanta anytime during

March or April. The course takes 5 days.

For information: P.O. Box 77034,

Atlanta, Georgia 30309

Phone (404) 874-2454

COLLEGE REPRESENTATIVES WANTED FOR TRAVEL

Summit Corp., one of the nation's leading travel

companies, is looking for qualified sophomores
and juniors to promote on campus travel programs

to Colorado, Florida, and Mexico. Compensation

CALL TOLL FREE

mil dormitories,

ntatives are elected.

felt that if a student v

sit on a c

nted t

he

i student government.
Inability to get elected to the

RA would say something about
peer image and leadership

ability. If the unicameral
government were to work as

such, all elective power must
come from it. "We don't want
to have the OG to have
anything to do with the RA (as

far as student government
goes)," stated Pringle.

Seifert, a member of the

al sub-i

but

littee,

tude
representatives to University

and faculty committees would
not have to be members of the

RA . This compromise was
adapted into the proposed plan

in place of the original

stipulation.

Porter also questioned the

wisdom of making proctors

serve as the elections
committee. The Deans of
Students, directly responsible

for the proctors, had not been
contacted about these
proposed new duties, and she

felt that such vast new duties

Id be overly burdensome
the proctors.

Unicameralists thought it

t that the "OG as a body
: be included in student

vice-president now suixtvim"-,

all student elections.) Proctors,

who are also automatically OG
members, are in more direct

contact with students. Since

most elections occur in the

dorms, they said, proctors

would be efficient coordinators

and a good compromise
between respect and politics

towards the OG. Someone
outside the RA had to

supervise RA elections, they

Unicameralists did not budge
on the issue, although they

agreed to check with the Deans
of Students about it. Apparently
the Deans gave the OK, as the

provision still stands in the

proposal. Unicameralists were
somewhat disturbed at the time,

however, that the conditions

of a student government
constitution should depend on
Administration opinion.

Unicameralists gave the desire

to avoid any mention of the

Order of Gownsmen in the

proposal as the reason for not

botr

political judicial bodies, George

LaRoche fait that they should

be ignored in the proposed

official Student Government
Constitution. He also felt that

Constitutional Amendment
would be relatively hard to

make, should the RA want to

change the system, although he

himself liked the set-up the

Bicameralists and PURPLE
representatives alike questioned

LaRoche's self-contradiction. He

Bicameralists said that the

proposed plan could not ignore

the existence of the OG, even
if it did not want to give it any
power. The understanding was
that the OG would still remain
a legitimate body of opinion,
even if not a powerful arm of
student government. By
stipulating how it would fit

into the system within the

constitution, unicameralists

could assure that their original

Despite the unicameral

aversion to mentioning the

Order of Gownsmen by name
in the proposed plan, all sub-

committee members voted to

overrule LaRoche, the resident

idealogue of the group. The
finished proposal clearly states

that the Honor Council and
Discipline Committee will be
under the Order of Gownsmen's
supervision.

Bicameralists noted the

important function of the

Executive Committee and asked
why it had been left out of the

proposal. The Committee, they

said, was responsible for electing

proctors, coordinating student

government and projects, and
for presenting a wide view-

point to the Board of Regents

at their quarterly visits.

Unicameralists said that the

need for coordination would be

minimized in their proposal,

but they agree that the

Committee performed other

useful functions. LaRoche again

did not want in mention

icont. page 6)
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FACULTY RECOMMENDS CHANGE
IN CAMPUS LANDSCAPE

At the College Faculty

meeting of February 18, Mr.

Waring McCrady put forth a

Motion recommends removal of parking places

Forum Sponsors Poetry

paved area behind Woods Lab,

Carnegie, and Guer y. The
motion was passed v

amendment.
The four recommendations

in the motion propos first to

terminate the Guerry parking

lot just beyond its last space

Secondly, the motion suggests

landscaping of th

immediately behind Woods
Lab, making every e ffort to

Rus
ning

translation next Sunday,

February 29, at 7:30 p.m. in

the Lounge of the Bishop's

Common. The reading is

sponsored by the Student

Forum
The evening is dedicated to

one of the most prominent
Sewanee alumni, Mr. Robert

M. Ayres, who is now working
in the field of international

assistance in Guatemala, after

his great services to the poor of

Honduras. Mr. Ayres was a

of Professor Kayden

in Kayden's words, "Mr. Ayres,

as regent and active worker in

the field of relief and

brotherhood, represents the

best and noblest of Sewanee,

the best of human sympathy

and brotherhood." A new

onditii

ansl >' by

Michael Svetlov, will be read

for the first time on Sunday
evening. Professor Kayden has

dedicated its translation to

of

The third

leaves intact

the full area for maneuvering

and parking of firetrucks in

front of the police station.

Finally, a reduction of the

pavement behind Carnegie to a

two-lane access road (this step

involves elimination of two
rows of parking spaces) has

been proposed.

The only amendment to the

in the near future. According

to Mr. McCrady, such a

meeting is necessary to work
out the general detail of the

plan.

Mr. McCrady expects that

the work will be done by the

Bishop's summer crew of labor.

This same crew performed a

similar task in front of Gailor.

Mr. McCrady does not forsee

the production of any parking

problems by the change.

Twenty-five spaces will be lost,

Mr. McCrady noted, but

inspection has revealed

available parking in the

Chapel/Burwell Garden parking

lot, the Guerry lot, along

Georgia Avenue, and on
University Avenue. Mr.

McCrady also observed that

fire and police access' would

ulted the

and
friendship with him. Dr.

Kayden has dedicated the

reading to Mr. Ayres because.

world-wide brotherhood."

Professor Kayden holds a

B.A. from the University of

Colorado, and an M.A. from

Harvard. He did additional

graduate work at Princeton and

Columbia and was an

(cont. page 12)

formation of a committee,

consisting of Mr. Timothy
Keith-Lucas and Mr. McCrady,

to pursue the
recommendations of the

administration. Mr. McCrady
says the committee will

probably be expanded and will

meet with the administration

PRAXITELES RECONSIDERED 99

If we accept Viva
,

Playboy , Qui and other such

"erotic" periodicals as

notational points that

somehow make up a

commonly shared internalized

reality, the proliference of

these mags in dorm rooms, in

fraternity houses, in

bathrooms, in Horace's denote

what might be called a "general

intention" of a lot of people.

(The use of the word
"intention" as opposed to

appropriate, cc

volitional, active

the phenomenon
Vonnegut says (

nveying the

states, "was a selfcontained

shell of beauty. ..the ideal" and

which today "wallows in stark

materialism, the product of

The photographs are

ambiguous in their

containment of either of these

ideas. The tension which is a

result of this ambiguity is

rather pleasant for those who
would take the time to dwell

on it. There is a photograph on

your right as you walk in of a

female with her head thrown
back. Her throat, torso, and

stomach are visible. Her face is

in darkness. The line of light

that moves over the edge of her

outstretched body seems to

suggest a landscape. She looks

to be the decimated victim of

(something which

feels is terribly

needed). As Buckley states,

"I found it necessary to

abstract the nude in various

ways so as to eliminate sexual

emotions, thereby placing the

nude in the realm of the

intellectual, or the symbolical.

My approach is justified

because, by manipulating the

subject matter, I may force

beauty."

There is no "theme"
eminating from a "series." The
photographs are to be

considered individually (an

intentional comment perhaps

on the content of the

photographs as well as the

form). Few of us would debate

, Ku egut nple that ultu

lity ha; do with

immediate stripping away of

the obviousness that obscures

the everyday and

commonplace; the notational

points), "We are healthy only

The photographs are a

action against cheap

attempting to force

our heads. These photographs

present themselves to the

voyeur who would see himself.

And to the poet. To use

Hopkin's term, they are an

!." Now
IDEAS.

talkir

behavior.

The ideas of the

photographs now being shown
in the Oratory Room at St.

Luke's should be provoking for

those who believe such a thing

as an "Art Form" still exists.

They were taken by Reid

Buckley and they're quite

fabulous. The female nude is

the subject of all the

photographs. This is a symbol

which in antiquity, Buckley

re-consideration of his adroit grasp for inscape.

B la SUPPLY STORE# -

FOR ALL YOUR

HARDWARE AND HOUSEHOLD
NEEDS

in Cowan, on Main St.

architect advised against

putting pavement immediately

behind the building. The
faculty also voted against any

extension of pavement behind

the facility. However, for some
unknown reason, the pavement
appeared soon after. Drainage

problems immediately occured,

most of which have been

solved. In the recent past,

many students have vocalized

their dissatisfaction with the

Mr. McCrady commented
that this particular action calls

attention to a greater problem.

"There is no regularized

hierarchy of decision making
ape,la

according to the

faculty member. Changes have

been largely the product of

personal initiative in the past,

commented Mr. McCrady.

The Lucktenberg Duo will perform in the University of

the South Concert Series on Sunday, February 29,

3:30 p.m. in Guerry Auditorium. George and Jerrie

Lucktenberg will play varied works of Handel, Bach,

Henry Cowell, and Beethoven.

JUST ACROSS THE RAILROAD TRACKS
IN COWAN

Valley Liquors
open from: 9-8 Mon.-Thu

9-10 Fri.-Sat.

U. S. 64 W
WINCHESTER TN. 37398

615-9670100



SUMMER PLANS FINALIZED
Mau McClurt

:elebn lenth s

Ever heard of the
READER'S GUIDE TO
HENRY JAMES?

Its author, Mr. Gorley Putt,
a major twentieth - century
critic, will teach a course this

year in summer school (June
13-July 24) entitled "The
Writings of Henry James."

For the past three years
Sewanee has imported an
Englishman to teach during the

Dr. William Cocke, the
summer school director for the
past five years, indicated that

main purposes: to offer
students special courses not
available during the normal

to attain their decrees earlier

or gain additional credits; and
to adapt incoming freshmen to
the academic demands of
college.

Although the summer

this year. A complete program
of instrumental studies will be
offered, including orchestra,

chamber music, private study;
there will be class work in

musical projects. Students
from all over the nation will
attend in order to be instructed

by approximately thirty

artist-teachers from a variety of
symphony orchestras.

Mr. Gorley Putt, who spoke
here several years ago, has been
Vice-President of the English
Association since 1972 and has
been the Fel'ow and Senior
Tutor at Christ's College,

Cambridge since 1968. He

obtained his masters from
Cambridge in 1937 and
presently resides in Cambridge.
In 1968 he was the Visiting

Professor at the University of
Massachusetts. His publications

include MEN DRESSED AS
SEAMEN, VIEW FROM
ATLANTIS, COASTLINE,
SCHOLARS OF THE HEART,
and ESSAYS AND STUDIES!

All athletic facilities will be
available for those who have
paid the activity fee, which
includes a charge for the use of
the Common.

Applications may be
obtained through the
Admissions Office.

Sewanee Firemen Train

UluiT nl.ir

to that of the regular academic
year, there are some
differences. Tutorials are
available which permit
advanced study in .specialized

wo-thirds of the

egular semester I

all student-faculty

the

meet sixty minutes daily,

Monday through Saturday. The
maximum course load is three

classes, with three hours credit

During the session several

well-established summer
activities occur: the Sewanee
Summer Music Center, the

Summer School of Theology,

and the Sewanee Summer
Secondary School Student

Institute are all in operation.

The Music Center will

by Jad Davis

In an effort to improve
fire-fighting techniques
practiced by area fire-fighters,

a Fire-Ground Command Class
was held on February 10
and 11 at the University.

The class, conducted by Owen
Collins, a Technical Instructor
for Tennessee's Fire Service

Training, was attended by
many members of the Sewanee
and the Cowan Volunteer Fire

Departments.

Recognizing that the first

minutes of responding to a fire

situation are critical, Collins
emphasized the necessity and
advantage or pre-planning
strategy and tactics. In- the
past, many fire departments,
including Sewanee'sjiave failed

to obtain prior knowledge of
building layouts and house

communities. This negligence
often results in poor planning
at the fire scene and can
cause great amounts of
unnecessary property loss.

To train officers for

instantaneous size-up of fire

situations , Collins presented
various building layouts

T.-nn

involved with fire and asked
groups to organize fire attack

plans for each condition.

Collins, a nine-year veteran
of the Jackson, Tennessee Fire

Department, emphasized the
need for continuing education
of fire-department members.
To fulfill this need, the

ice Training of
provides training

ana consulting for any
organization that requests its

conducted nearly 4500 classes

in West Tennessee alone. These
classes, Collins said, provide
fire education and training

for approximately a third of
the firefighters in Tennessee
But, as Collins noted, their

roll call will be incomplete
until every fireman is

adequately trained and
informed of advanced
fire-fighting techniques.

Tim Weisberg hovers over flute in his recent SPMA-
sponsored performance. The concert was acclaimed
by many as "the best to come to Sewanee."
After the concert, Weisberg praised the students
and their reception of the group.

Student Talent Shines
by Bob Dilworth

What a treat! Two
student-directed one-act plays

were presented last wi'ekvnd in

Guerry Hall. "The Shewing-up
of Blanco Posnet" by George
Bernard Shaw and "The
Lesson" by Eugene Ionesco.

Thanks to the support of Bob
Wile : and t staff

"Jhe Shewing-up of Blanco
Posnet," directed by senior

David Donaldson, is concisely

described by its subtitle, "A
Sermon in Crude Melodrama,"
The sermon which was the play

and the sermons within the

play were woven together by
the delightful parade or
stereotypical frontier
characters. The;

diences were royally

ny students whose talents in

performing arts too often

"special

types" often threatened to

steal the show as the audience
became more intrigued by their

antics than by what was being
aid, yet their purposefully
M.ihin

tly

Mug . uted

Mrs. Chitty Cites Aid Problems

from page 1

)

THE 1ST NATIONAL BANK OF TRACY CITY

THE BANK THAT CARES'

Tracy City, TN Monteagle, TN

jPftyj.

NOW SERVING DANNON YOGURT

Also: EXOTIC COFFEE & DELICIOUS SANDWICHES

Open 11:30 am- MdnidTt daily Closed on Sunday

998-5774

one's SCHOLARSHIP has been
raised from 2.0 to 2.25, as

announced last spring. Those
on scholarship who do not
maintain a 2.25 may petition

the scholarship committee to

seek continuation of their

scholarships. A bill to reinstate

the Tennessee grant program is

now before the legislature. This

may provide some relief to

Tennessee residents.

Substantial help from the

general operating budget will

be necessary again next year.

Everyone will be eligible to

apply for a Basic Educational

Opportunity Grant from the

federal government for next
year. Mrs. Chitty also hopes to

be able to fund fifteen or

twenty work study students

through the

With regard to the talk of

not enough money for

everyone, Mrs. Chitty hastened

in school that each will

continue to receive all the aid

for which he or she is eligible

throughout his or her college

career here. Also, each person

with a National Merit

scholarship will continue to

receive that scholarship as long

as he or she is here. Thus, the

pinch for money next year will

be on the incoming freshman

Mrs. Chitty said that she

hopes to be able to solve the

aid problems for next year as

she was able to this year, but

that in the future a smaller

percentage of the student body
will be aided. She hopes that

more students will seek aid

from outside sources.

enjoyment of the play.

Keith McAlisler was
excellent as Elder Danielswhose

anti-temperance speech had
midwinter study -weekend
theater-goers rolling in the

aisles with approving laughter.

His carefully modulated speech
patterns convinced this

reviewer that Mr. McAlister

had done intensive field study
at Baptist tent revivals. Equally

entertaining were Frank
Larisey as the sheriff's

ambitious little brother, and
Catherine Davis as the town's
woman (not to be confused
with the townswomen).

John Glass was Blanco
Posnet, the only multi-faceted

character in the play. Well in

command of a thick frontier

accent, which for some is more
difficult to speak than a

foreign language, Mr. Glass,

even in lines spoken softly to

himself, displayed the careful

control and articulation which

(cont. page 12)

(dnutttrg Squirt (flUaners

STUDENTS-SAVE TIME AND TROUBLE.
INSTEAD OF TAKING YOUR WINTER
CLOTHES HOME AT SPRING BREAK-
STORE THEM WITH US! HAVE THEM
NEAT AND FRESH WHEN YOU RETURN
TO SEWANEE IN AUGUST.

FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY
John Mcpherson Telephone

OWNER 59B-S7Q3

COWAN CAFE

'Home Cooked Meals'

Open daily except Sunday

5 a.m. - 4 p.m.
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CREDIT WHERE CREDIT IS DUE
When I first came to Sewanee the Sewanee Volunteer

ire Department (SVFD) did not have a very good

reputation. A fraternity house had burned to the ground

the previous spring, and popular opinion had it that

student firemen were too drunk to fight the blaze.

Admissions requirements seemed to depend more on

who you were than on what you could do. The existing

department picked its own members, much like any

fraternity or social club would do.

Something has happened to the SVFD. They

gotten to be a first rate bunch of firefighters. Part of it

has to do with an increased role of the Community Fire

Department. Certainly part of it has to do with some

erious training efforts. And although "The Firemen'

'.till seem to come mostly from a small social group, the

emphasis on recruiting is most definitely on how well

prospectives can do the job. Applicants must pa

battery of physical and written tests before being

considered. Openings are well-publicized.

o one can deny that the firemen work hard once

are elected. The recent Fire Ground Command
» was only part of what is continuous training.

Fire-trucks on practice runs are a familiar afternoon and

evening sight.

Although the student firemen are as rowdy as they

nv ever been (I know - I am the proctor above the

firehall). they seem to meet their duties responsibly. On
weekends they take turns being on and off duty.

umably those on duty stay sober. Coordination with

'he Community Department assures that when students

will be absolutely indisposed (party weekends, exam
periods, vacations), there will still be someone to fight a

o one who has awakened in the wee hours of the

ning, vaguely heard the alarm siren wail into the

mess, then more distinctly heard the scrambly

ble of the occupants below as they literally ran out

bed to drive -- yes drive - the block to the prestation,

d fina. listened to thegrowlof the truck as it hurried

toward alto .her fire, could remain unimpressed with the

twenty-four hour responsibility these men and women
have. I counted the seconds that night between when I

first heard the alarm and when the truck left the station.

It took right around two minutes.

Who benefits from this increased service? Of course,

alllives and property are more secure. But this also

is that insurance rates aren't so high as in other
' areas. That benefits the University

,
fraternities,

and community homeowners where it counts each

year in the pocketbook. "We have a vital interest in

how well the SVFD is performing its duties," a faculty

>mber once told me.

Perhaps the SVFD has always been dependable, and I

just heard the wrong things when I was a freshman. But
I don't think so. I do think the reputation - and th

capabilities - of our local fire and emergency

departments have been greatly improved. To those who
are responsible, the PURPLE gives a resounding kudo.

" Jim Harper

Proposals Come Under Criticism

ruled.

Bicameralism were
unsuccessful in their criticisms

of the large size of the SAFC.
They did succeed in gaining the

same compromise they had
gained in the University

question. Members of the SAFC
will not have to be RA members,
as originally intended, but will

be elected by the RA. The
SAFC is presently made up of
both DA and OG members.

The unicameral plan was not
the only plan to come under
criticism. Ted Doss questioned
the consistency of the bicameral
plans in establishing the DA
as legislators over "all matters
of student conduct," while the

Discipline Committee.
Doss was behind,

constitutional amendment
spring which would have m<
the DC to DA jurisdict

"Over The Hill"

At the risk of

othei Che. for

praising the editor, 1 suggest

that everyone recall or read

again Jim's excellent treatise in

last week's issue regarding the

purpose of the liberal arts

education at Sewanee. Boiled

down to one main idea, the

liberal ar

concerned

person to be a

with developed

education is

with helping a

'hole person

nterests and
tside of his

er. At least I

me of the

twenty-five

think that

purposes
southern dioceses o

Episcopal Church have i

universtiy

i college of a

My concern this week is not

with what a Sewanee liberal

arts education is, but with who
it is for. Obviously, not

everyone wants a liberal arts

education by the time he or

she can choose between that

and other educational and/or

career options. Some people,

even if they want to come
here, can't meet the entrance

requirements. Thus, I will limit

my discussion to those who are

desirous of, and academically

competent for, spending four

years on the Holy Mountain.

Since I probably have not

topic for

, I will i • that I i

/th the

; tos
: failed then. If

ed in getting the

same way, the

reported elsewhere in this issue

regarding financial aid.

Specifically, I am concerned

that Sewanee will soon price

itself out of reach of many
potential students. If the

almost 8.84% increase in

tuition for next year should

become the standard increase,

Plan and for the

I quo
Bicarr iralists saw the political

inexpediency of any change and
argued that the DA could

legislate over what rules the

DC should rule on. But the

OG would set standards of how
the DC operates and makes
its rulings. They then changed
the section to delete the word
"all" in matters of student

academic years will be as

follows: 1976-77--$4310;
1977-78--$4690;
1978-79--$5100;
19 7 9-80--S5550; and
1980-81--$6040. Even if the

increase is "held down" to

$350 per year, tuition in

1980-81 will be $5710.
Whether or not Sewanee

beside the point if <

doesn't

financial

the .ary

borrow a large chunk of the

price. Even considering the

deflated value of the dollar five

years hence, the thought of

owing $10-20,000 or one's

first-born male child (to use a

chauvinistic phrase) upon
graduation could lead such

people to think seriously about

how great a large state

university is.

university. As the nation

continues to struggle with its

own deficit budget, education

seems to be one of the first

areas in which the belt is

tightened. Thus Sewanee, and

all the other small, private

liberal arts colleges which can

survive, may someday become

a school for the sons and

daughters of the rich. The

number of students from

iddle

families will be reduced to a

few who show great academic

promise. This would be bad,

not because there is anything

(cont. page 12)
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Constitutional Factions

Smoke in Joint Meeting

proposals we
explained by i

Constitutional

Committees.
Betsy Cox

bicameral Plan

constitutional

Kfvisntn

Constituti

Ho

plained the

it is basically

the present

With Plan A, the

tutional change
ddition of the

Studot which
uld

PHOTOGRAPH OF THE WEEK
Photographer: Jim Hill

Each week THE PURPLE hopes to print on artistic poetic, beautiful or comic photo of the week.
You are invited to submit your best photos for consideration. Just think:you can be famous-

photographic genius in print; (and George Washington in print in your pocket!. Send photos to spo 7:

drop them by the Purple" Office.

"NOTHING SPECIAL"
by Charles Halsey Freshmen and sophomores

haven't been here long enough
experience the large doses

frustration that are

the fire
necessary to produce

othing

Apathy." Enough said. I have
other fish to fry.

Imagine you are terribly

concerned about the

about ecology

In the last edition of the

Purple, my editors graciously

gave my article

traps at Sewanee TOP
BILLING. I was thrilled.

They also tore my article to

shreds, as editors are prone to

do. But I guess you got to give

'em that. They let me print

half my trash anyway. What
was "deleted" was the cost

of a suggestion made by a

member of the fire

department. Now MONEY is

important because .it puts

things in perspective, you
know. A smoke detector the

size of a kids lunch box and
which puts out 85 decibals organization called

costs 40 bucks. $40 to protect Ecology Club," and

the lives of students is surely

within ANY restraints of the

University's resources. Glad
I got that out. Now you've

got to remember it and do
something (I live

dormitory).

Now my favorite topic

:

student government. The
Order of Gownsmen is now
the representative voice of the

student body, by sheer

numbers if nothing else. Its

also rigged so that almost all

of its members are juniors

and seniors. Someone (the

great thing about a column
is that you never have to say

who) recently said thi

worried that

mutual concern to both the

DA and the OG. lt.\ purpose
would be to alpresent a unified

voice on student opinion to the

faculty and administration

;

b)resolve controversies which
may arise between the Delegate

Assembly and the Order of
Gownsmen ; and c)encourage
a spirit of cooperation between
the Delegate Assembly and the

Order of Gownsmen.

The power of the OG would
be changed to "have
concurrent power with the

Delegate Assembly." This
would alleviate the OG's power
of reconsideration and veto
over the DA.

Bob Pringle presented the

unicameral Plan B. This plan

would eliminate the DA and
restrict the power of the OG.
It would form a Representative

Assembly which would have

powers

composed of the University
Proctors. Dean Puckett had
approved this as of February
18.

The OG would be left with
the "responsibility of
maintaining the Honor
Council, the Discipline

Committee, and the Inter-

Fraternity Council."

Maibeth Porter and Billy

DuBose then presented the
highlights and advantages of
each plan.

Porter said Plan A would
maximize the potential of the
two bodies and the House of
Students. The functions of
each would be more clearly

defined.

uldThe ne v House v

operate in a "spiri

cooperation and no

another anyway you
reasoning is lame. Personally

(and that's what this column
is about) I have an
unabounding faith in the
general all round character and responsibilities entrusted
innate goodness and even Student Government by the
intelligence of Sewanee Student Body."
students. Those who would Other changes would

and maintaining the beauty of bet against the student body provide student representatives
nature. Developments around at large are underestimating apportioned at a ratio of
you have aroused your better them, not to mention being 1:15, instead of the present
instincts and you decide that, slightly, well, I guess you'd 1:25. All elections for student
small as your contribution may say, arrogant. positions would be supervised

be in the face of these

unwieldy because it would be
called only for specific

purposes. She explained that

student power concentrated
in numbers and Plan A would
have more students involved
in student government, almost
one-third of the student body.
Emphasis would be placed on
the power and the prestige of
the OG.

Porter questioned how Plan
B could ensure that 105
elected positions would be
Tilled when the DA had trouble

filling 50 this year.

Billy DuBose then spoke
out for Plan B. He looked at

It in terms of opportunity.

He viewed the plan as an
opportunity for students to get

involved and be directly

responsible to constituents. He
explained that it was not a

"power plof'of the present

DA, for the DA would be
eliminated by Plan B.

(cont. page 12)

tremendous problems, you "are

going to attempt whatever
corrective measures you can.

Now, there is this

"The
s, all

pretty ineffectual. In

of cleaning up the

does about this

much: doodley -squat .

Are you going to go waste

safe y°ur tuine messing around doing
nothing when you have this

desire to do something?

And does your not joining

this group mean you don't

care one way or the other

about ecological problems?

I don't really expect you to

answer. This is all just literary

technique. Rhetoric. However,

Alternatives To Nuclear Power

The simple answer to the

problems of nuclear fission is

to halt completely the

development of fission power.
But unfortunately this simple

illy belli that

is applied time in and time out
whenever there is a discussion

about, yes, STUDENT
fre'shmen

GOVERNMENT. People gain

would tend
the DA

t student

alternate energy technologies

such as nuclear fusion or solar

radiation will be available on a

large scale in roughly 75-100
years. It has been suggested

that fossil fuel sources could be
used at about their present rate

until then. Per capita power ener
8jy

iuld have

as it has done in the past. Our
standard of living could no
longer increase and would
probably decrease. The
necessity of Sewanee residents

to readjust their budgetary

priorities after receiving their

last electric bill is evidence of
this trend. I have grave doubts
whether the general American
public or their leaders would
tolerate a reduction in their

living standards rather than do
without fission power. I also

doubt that the citizens of

underdeveloped nations would
be willing to maintain their

present living standards rather

rid-wide

level off instead of increasing
.

Co*' ta the only fossil fuel

and sopho
to predominate the

Representative Assembly

Plan "B" is adopted. I think
government and therefore

that would be great. They everyone is apathetic and so

conditioned into accepting the AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
problems as "the way things KUD0 BRONX CHEERS:
are" and "general policy." William Harkins, the
They might bring a little

energy and vitality with their

naive approach. THEY
certainly cannot be that great

"apathetic majority" that is so

often referred to when someone
is trying to get their way.

world-wide basis will follow.

which

Libr; -for the

serves will probably

despread strip mining

west where landTo the Dean's

for providing fire escapes at PURPLE to cover the results

Hoffman before Mr. Halsey's the recent library carrel use dlm^a^'Y^^d'^emand
article appeared in *°\*?* 'J

1*" reiusin ^ to ^ive may lead to the use of lower

the PURPLE. th* P"RPLE any information qua , jty COfl, whjch requires

pollution control equipment.

More efficient techniques for

the extraction of energy from
coal are being developed but
have not been demonstrated on
a large scale basis. Moreover,

coal mining is a notoriously

hazardous profession.
Considerable controversy exists

damage which would be done
to the land, the further

deterioration in the quality of

the air in the vicinity of a fossil

plant, and the probability of

miners being able to work deep
mines without either suffering

long term illnesses or becoming

the victims of a mining disaster

if coal resources are more fully

exploited.

Unresolved problems are

also faced by other proposed

energy technologies.
Geotbermal sites are limited to

certain "hot-spots" on the

earth's surface. Their extensive

development could lead to

local environmental problems

such as subsidence of - the

ground and storage of Abe

highly mineralized ground

Windmills 'ill

able enditu for

efficiently supply energy only

during periods of high wind

speed. Although solar energy

(cont. page 12)
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TIGERS SNAP LYNX JINX, RUN SKEIN TO SIX

Harry Cash towers for two.

TIGERS BOUNCE TROJANS

by Gregg Robertson

The return of the Sewanee

especially in the person of

Eddie Krenson, assisted by the

ball-hawking defense and floor

leadership of Peter Lemonds,
affir

Trevecca Nazarene's worst

fears-an 85-70 defeat last

Thursday at Juhan Gym.
The Tigers, in raising their

record to 14-8, swiped 1

7

Trojan passes and forced 12

other miscues to shackle the

out-classed, but scrappy foe.

Meanwhile, Krenson, when not

wearing two or three Trojan

defenders on his arms, pumped
in 7 of 11 first half shots to

help spot the Tigers to a 49-33

halftime bulge.

A whirlwind second half

start by the Purple Tigers

forged a 58-39 lead after five

minutes, before the Trojans

mounted a thrust of their own
rattling in 11 unanswered

points as the eye of Sewanee's

storm passed over. But twice

the thievery of Peter Lemonds
baffled the Trojans as Krenson

and Hoffman took turns

nailing spikes in Trevecca's

coffin. Three Krenson buckets,

on feeds by Lemonds in a

one-minute span, proved the

clincher, as the Coach Petty

sent in the rookies with over

five minutes to play and the

Tigers holding a 75-58 lead.

Krenson drew blood on 14

of 20 of his long distance darts

to account for a game high 32

'THE LATE NIGHT PLACE TO SHOP'

Open 8 a.m.- 11p.m. Mon.-Sat.

In Cowan Thomas 'Mose' Wilson

932 7824 owner

by Gregg Robertson

The Sewanee Tigers hurdled

a giant obstacle in the quest for

the CAC Crown by breaking

the home-court Lynx jinx, as

the Tigers cooled Southwestern

60-59 in Memphis last

Saturday.

The Tigers, who needed

wins over Southwestern arid

Centre to gain a share of the

CAC crown with Rose-Hulman,

used a shadowing man-to-man

defense and a furious closing

rally to post their first win over

the Lynx at Memphis since

1973.

Four buckets by Tom
Piggott helped the Tigers open

an early 20-12 advantage

before turnovers allowed the

Lynx to draw to a 30-30 tie at

the midway point.

Baskets by Dan Anderson

and Steve Dreker gave the

Lynx a quick 34-30 lead at the

start of the closing act -a lead

they held to the last score of

the game. Two free throws by

Mark Carroll, who finished as

the game's leading scorer with

18 boasted the Lynx lead to

59-54 with 2:40 to play. From
there, the Tiger defense took a

page out of Elmer's, while the

offense battled only missed

one chance with 0:30 to play,

but a questionable traveling

call handed the Lynx a second

chance with 25 seconds.

However, the Lyn

netted only

off-balance • 20-footer as

Hoffman covered the Lynx

ball-handler like his own

uniform. Piggotfs rebound of

the errant shot clinched the

comeback victory.

and free

throws by Harry Cash brought

the Tigers to within one at

59-58, with 1:30 to play, and

then Eddie Krenson's
seven-footer off an offensive

rebound, with 0:50 to go. gave

the Tigers the lead, but not yet

the win. Southwestern multed

The closeness of the game is

reflected in the stats as

Sewanee held a 40-39 lead in

rebounding, and a 45%-44%
shooting advantage. Piggotfs

14 points and 7 rebounds,

along with Hoffman's 1

1

points and 9 rebounds, and a

pair of 12 point totals by

Krenson and "H" Cash,

highlighted the Sewanee
triumph.

points along with 6 rebounds

and 5 assists to pace the Tigers

statistically. Hoffman played

his customary complete game

netting 18 points, along with 7

rebounds and 8 assists. Larry

Cash added 12 points and 8

rebounds. The victory was

marked by a virtuoso

performance by Peter Lemonds
who played string music to the

tune of 8 points to accompany
dazzling defense and cool ball

control, which resulted in 6

steals and 7 assists. Nice jump Pete but what about the ball?

MATADOR
STEAK ROOM

Specializing in Steaks and Seafoods

Open 5p.m.—till 11p.m. Seven Days
Students—Listen to this outstanding bargain.'

STUDENT SPECIAL-Steak for two only $7.50

on Monday thru Thursday
This includes 22oz. of meat, potato, salad bar , and bread



Sewanee swimmer ploughs to victory.

WETBACKS DUNKED IN DUAL MEET
by Joe DeLozier

The last dual meet of the

swim season ended a bit too

fast for the Tigers, for they

were still in the pool trying

to catch the University of

Louisville. Despite the loss,

as a team, Sewanee had its

best day in the pool.

The night before, the team

shaved down, a process

involving the removal of most,

not all, bodily hair. Now you
know why the guy next to

you (if he's a swimmer)
has been scratching. Psyched

up and ready to go on
Thursday, the medley relay

had no trouble with the

opposition, but after the 1

meter dive, the score was

Going into

held a three

which was not

insure victory,

the last event

counted seven points. The
Cardinals sent Sewanee's hopes

point mar;

sufficient

however.

to the bottom as they snatched

this event to gain a comeback
victory over the Tigers.

Fine performances were, as

usual, turned in by Seniors

Wood, Stockslager, and Rogers
and freshmen, Milligan, Keeler
and Ferguson. Milligan

surfaced as the meets only
dual winner by taking the 200
yard and 500 yard freestyle

events. The other

upperclassmen, Blair

Dickinson, Tom McKenna and
Joe DeLozier turned in their

best times of the year. Larry

Pixley lead the rest of the

freshmen as he removed
seconds from his personal

bests and turned in promising

times in the 200 IM and
100 yard freestyle races. Barry

Goodwin, Jeff Douglass, John
Tyrer, and Angela Dickey also

went faster than ever before in

this year's finale.

While the loss was a

disappointment, the improved

times of all the

are a good sign for

team again next year.

With victories over Alabama
State, Augusta College, Emory,
and Centre and losses to

Vanderbilt, Georgia Tech and
Louisville the team finishes

the dual meet season with

a 4-3 record. Five swimmers.
Wood, Rogers, Milligan,

Ferguson, and Keeler remain
in training for the N.C.A.A.'s,

which begin on Sewanee's
spring break.

,
Sewanee's

swimmers hold high hopes for

good finishes at the nationals,

and anyone who just happens
to be in Washington, Pa. the

first three days of spring break

is encouraged to drop in.
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FINAL IM STANDINGS

A LEAGUE

TEAM WON LOST
ATO 8 1 889
Ind. 8 1 889
BTP 7 2 778
LCA 6 3 667
SAE 5 556
DTD 5 4 666
PDT 3 6 333
KA 7 222
SN 1 8 111
DKE 9 000

B LEAGUE

TEAM WON LOST
Theo. 8 1.000
Ind. 7 876
SAE 7 1 876 '

DTD 5 3 625
PDT 5 3 625
ATO 500
BTP 4 500
LCA 500
PCD 500
SN 2 6 250
DKE 7 125
KA 1 7 125
Iskra 8 000
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Tanker's graceful form delights crowd.

Matmen Mangle Chattanooga State

JERRY'S
FOOD MARKET

WE SELL

BEER ON SUNDAY

SANDWICHES AND PARTY SUPPLIES

IN MONTEAGLE

by Cowboy Bill Flett

Chattanooga State, winning by

a score of 45-10.

The outclassed Chattanooga

State team never threatened, as

decision, and five forfeits.

Chattanooga picked up a

forfeit and a major decision for

their only points of the night.

Gilmer (118 pounds), Britton

Harper ( 1 26 pounds), and

Clarence Presha (134 pounds)

were unchallenged. Harper and

Presha then fought

libitii fob Prt

won by a 4-0 decision.

Woody Sardin (142 pounds)

of Chattanooga State, by far

the best wrestler on their

squad, outpointed Sewanee's

Paul Robinson to score a 14-3

major decision. Tom Meyers of

Chattanooga took a forfeit in

the 150 pound category to get

New location—Just off 1-24

right next to the Kayo station

in Monteagle.

Julie's Truck Stop

Open 24 Hours
FREE COFFEE ALL THE TIME!

We now serve homemade biscuits

Breakfast served at any time

State's final points of the

match.
Dave Walters of Sewanee

had no opponent in the 158

pound class, so Walters and

Tom Meyers fought an

exhibition match. The scrappy

Walters won handily by a 6-1

decision.

Sewanee Team Captain

David Held also had no
opponent when Carlos

Crutcher failed to make weight

for the 167 pound division.

Held and Crutcher had an

exhibition, in which Held

demolished the bigger man by

a 15-3 superior decision,

At 177 pounds, Sewanee's

tough Tony Webb defeated Ed
McBroom in a close 4-3

decision. Kevin Marchetti (190

pounds), on the other hand,

had no trouble at all, pinning

Chattanooga's Ed Austin in a

scant 47 seconds! Sewanee
heavyweight Steve Higgins

finished the tournament by

pinning his opponent in 7:54.
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Hazzard launches shot befuddled Chops,

PDTs Erase ATO's

Playoff Hopes

by Rainey Gray

In a closely contested

B-League game, the Phis

secured a play-off spot with a

60-47 victory over the ATOs.
Both teams e uered the game
with identical 4-3 records.

The Phis jumped out to a

quick 8 point lead, but the

ATO's Kevin Marchetti ripped

in 8 points to make the score

15-15 at quarter's end. At the

start of the second quarter, the

PDTs grabbed a four point

lead. Then, with 5:14 left in

the half, Marchetti picked up
. four!

out of the game. This took the

firepower out of the ATOs,
who scored only 3 points in

the second quarter. The half

ended with the score 27-18.

The second half began with

the PDTs maintaining their

lead as the ATOs could not

buy a bucket. The Phis fast

break gave them a 41-26 lead

at the quarter break as Bob
Freidericlt ...cored 6 points and
Scott Tulley rebounded well.

In the fourth quarter, the
ATOs used an effective full

court press to fight back to a

51-41 score with three minutes

left. Marchetti, back in the

game, began hitting from the

corner, and Robert Clark

scored 9 points to lead the

surge. The comeback, however,

proved short-lived as they

could get no closer than 10

Kevin Marchetti paced the

scoring with 16 points for the

ATOs. Robert Clark finished

with "14. The PDTs had a very

balanced scoring attack led by
Scott Tulley with 12 points.

Carpenter hit for 10,* David

Walters scored 9, and Dick

Mappus 8.

TITLE TILTS

TITILLATE TEAMS
and

u The

> A-League. Thert

lan ever before,

se B-League, for

/III!

The A-League race this year

was extremely tight, with the

ATOs and the Independents

Hnishing with identical 8-1

slates. In their game earlier this

year, the ATOs slid by with a

40-38 victory. The Betas, the

compiled a 7-2 record and

could very well win the

rjlay-offs. After a slow start,

the LCAs finished with a 6-3

mark. The SAEs and the Delts

had 5-1 records, but appear to

be stronger than this, both

losmn many very close yamos.

Dekes gave it all they had, but

simply lacked the firepower to

stay with the others.

The Theologs were the class

of the B-League, compiling a

perfect 8-0 record. Right

behind them were the SAEs
and the Independents both at

7-1. One of these three teams

should win the playoffs. The
other two teams in the playoffs

are the PDTs and the Delts,

both with 5-3 marks. Although

they have to be considered

dark horses, they play solid

ball aid

a knee injury. The B-League

playoffs will probably boil

down to a Theolog-SAE

matchup, with the Theologs as

the favorites. No matter what

happens, congratulations are in

order to all of the teams in the

IM League for an extremely

successful season, and a special

thanks goes to Doug Fifner,

who organized the season. The
B-League championship game

is at 7:00 Friday night in

" Juhan. Gymnasium. The

A-League title tilt is scheduled

for 8:30, right after the

B-League game. Come on out

and watch the game; they

should be very exciting.

rhesi /ill

competing in the playoffs,

of rEth

luck, could capture the

championship. These are not

the only good teams in the

league, however. Both the KAs
and the Sigma Nus gave the

chance. Although the ATOs,
PGDs, BTPs, KAs, and LCAs
fielded good teams, they fell

just short of the playoffs.

The A-League championship

game should be between the

Independents and the ATOs.

They both have good shooting

and good rebounding teams,

with the ATOs utilizing the

fast break more. The
Independents have to be the

favorite because of the return

of their star center, Nino

Austin, and because of the loss

of the ATOs Al Nicks, who has

ANSWERS
1, Warren Spahn
2. Ty Cobb, Honus Wagner,

Rogers Hornsby, Rod Carew
Rul Ki

Killebrew, Mel Ott, Carlton

Cravath-6.

4. Bobby Bonds-189,
Mickey Mantle-1756.

5. Hank Aaron, Babe Ruth,

Willie Mays, Frank Robinson.

Harmon Killebrew, Mickey
Mantle, Jimmie Foxx, Ted
Williams, Eddie Matthews,

Ernie Banks, Mel Ott.

Snakes Squashed By Logs
by Rai / Gray

The league-leading
Theologs, led by Paul Rasmus,

swamped the SNs by the score

of 69-34 in B-League action.

Both teams started slowly,

resulting in a low 11-4 first

quarter score. The Snakes, hurt

by many floor mistakes and a

tough Theolog defense, did not

score until the 1:44 mark.

They played much better in

the second quarter, but the

'Logs really got hot. Paul
Rasmus rebounded very well

SPORTS QUIZ -BASEBALL

1. Who was the winningest

left handed pitcher of all time?

2. Only four players have

n 4 or more batting

championships. Can you name
them?

Five men have led the

What batter has struck

' Who holds the coveted

and got many points off the

offensive boards. He scored 11

points in the first half to take

the scoring load off the

shoulders of cold-shooting

Greg Johnson, the league's

leading scorer. The half ended

with the score 33-12.

The rest of the game was

much the same as Rasmus and

Johnson crashed the boards,

and Ron Nelson played good
pressing defense. Johnson

finally began hitting and

Rasmus continued his hot play.

Neal Pylant came on in the

second half and gave the Sigma

Nus a lift with his hustling

play, but it came too late in

the game.

Paul Rasmus led all scorers

with 23 points and Greg

Johnson got 18. Nelson

chipped in 8 points and played

good defense. Hue Wheeler led

the Sigma Nus with 10 points

and Todd Bender scored 8. The
Theologs finished the season

with a perfect 8-0 mark and

have to be considered the

favorite in the play-offs.

Hungry at 3:00a.m.?

THE

OAK TERRACE
TRUCK STOP

OPEN 24 HOURS

WE SERVE BREAKFAST

ANYTIME'

In Mont—ato jmt off 1-24

who have t

e Runs? (n you <

n order, consider yo
ill addict).

$30&&e me&e

Turn right at the Church of Christ, ot

Old Cowan Road in Winchester.

CAMPING - SPORTING GOODS

JUOGFJ GUM SHOP

sfftet tic TfCooU,

GRAB YOUR DATE AND COME ON DOWN TO

Tiger Bay HAMBURQCai

NEW HAPPY HOURS!!!
Mon.-Thurs. 7-8 p.m. $1.65 pitcher/.35 mug
Friday 7-9 p.m. $1.55 pitcher/.30 mug

We now serve 16 inch pizzas
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It takes the best
to challenge
all the rest.

Pabst. Since 1844.
The quality has always

come through.
PABST BREWING COMPANY, Milwaukee, Wis.,

Peoria Heights, III., Newark, N.J., Los Angeles, Calif., Pabst, Georgia.
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Calendar Issue Remains Controversial

(cont. from page 1

)

but nationwide; each year's

calendar is fixed in the fall

of the previous year, and thus

is finalized nearly a year in

advance.

If students opted to do so

they could give up their

Thanksgiving break, but

exams would then be

concluded on a Monday. The
administration is reluctant

to eliminate the October
weekend break (which does

NOT use up any of the study

the

i has been pressured in

recent months to help alleviate

the academic hardships of the

lengthy first semester.

Dean Puckette says his

approach to the probleW will

have to be chiefly through
the exam schedule. During
this period students and
parents tend to be ' more
uncertain and hence more
flexible in their transportation

arrangements and other plans,

which makes it an easier set

of dates to juggle than those

at the beginning of the term
or at Thanksgiving. Perhaps
only afternoon classes will be

scheduled for exams on the

last day; or the exams may
be "wedged" into a tighter

schedule so that the le*t one

semester. And the semesters

need to be shifted in more or

less the same direction for the.

ithest planning of the

important
factors enter into the process

of mapping out the academic
year and do somewhat limit

the freedom of the planners

in scheduling

calendar itself is drawn up so

far in advance, and because

these officers are generally

seniors, these students would
not have the opportunity to

help plan the calendar for a

year when they would be here.

Oit'.'.l ;

the

CORRECTION NOTICE
This issue represents the fifth

Last week, the PURPLE twelve-page issue in as many
quoted the Vice-chancellor as weeks. At this production pace
saying that the hospital has not we calculate that we would run
shown a deficit in over 76 out of funds by mid-April. In

years. What the Vice-chancellor order that our money- and out
meant was that the hospital has staff-might last until the end
never been a financial drain on of the semester, we would like

the University; periodic annual to skip the March 5 issue. We
deficits have been offset by have been working hard. We
surpluses in other years, he hope you understand.
told the PURPLE this week. -The Editor

calendar.

ntly.

the

stipulation of the OG — DA
resolution, Dean Puckette gave

his assurance that students and
faculty will be consulted in the

future in the course of calendar

planning.

The newly elected officers

of the two student government
bodies have in the past been
in on the scheduling of study
days each spring for the

the

At any rate, the calendar

for 1976-1977 will stand

essentially as it is now,
according to the

administration. The Dean's

Office will be very willing to

help reschedule exams for

those students who have

transportation or other

problems . But unless an

alternative to this state of

affairs can be proposed —
acceptable to the

administration as well as to the

student body and faculty —
many hardships created by the

present calendar may be

(cont. from page 7)

DuBose described the

STATUS QUO as a

compromise,. He pointed out
that the faculty,

administration, and students
now have to deal with two
separate bodies. Plan A wants
to make two bodies into three;

he views this as inefficient.

He cited as an example of the

inefficiency the difficulty in

getting the DA and OG

ALTERNATIVES TO NUCLEAR POWER

Deceinber 21.

nphasizerl

(cont. from page 7)

units are available today for

individual homes, large scale

development of this

/ill for

Announcement
The College Democrats plan

) have Jim Sa&ser address a

| program on March 4. Sa&ser is a

:andidate for the Democratic
lomination to oppose Bill

I Brock.

Winn's Burns

(cont. from page 1

)

for several confusing minutes.

When informed of this

. Dr. Keith-Lucas was

yet. More efficient collectors

and energy storage systems are

needed. Even here possible

complications are arising. Can a

colli t'tnr br designed which is

very efficient but which also

cannot be readily damaged by
a band of rock-throwing
terrorists?

I hope thai any reader who
has struggled this far is

convinced that the issue of
whether or not to develop
nuclear power is not a

one. It is extr
complicated. I have no
mentioned the developn
a breeder reactor, whicl

even worse bucket of worms.
Rigid advocates or opponents
of fission power, well

intentioned though they may
be, are in my opinion doing

our society a grave disservice.

Only when the public realizes

that hard decisions involving

unpleasant trade-offs must be
made, will any progress occur.

Reformers must often promote

position in a highly

fashu to
attract public attention. The
characteristic response of the
"establishment" is to strike a
very defensive pose. After a
while, moderate reform
becomes possible. I believe that
we are entering that phase
now. The vocal opponents of
nuclear energy who advocate

its immediate abandonment
must apply the same exacting

standards to the alternatives.

Nuclear energy proponents

must begin to face the many
unanswered questions and
admit that present plant design

is gravely lacking in some
respects. I would suggest that a

five-to-ten year moratorium on
fission plant construction

would provide enough time for

many of these questions to be

answered by a concentrated

research effort. After that, a

standardized design for

nationwide use could be

licensed. Two or three

generations of fission plants

could provide our energy needs

until fusion and solar power
are developed on a large scale.

together for this joint meeting.
Robert Clark asked Rob

Pearigen why no one had been
allowed to speak in favor of
the present constitution. Plan
C. Pearigen said it was an
oversighton his part and invited

someone to speak for the plan.

Robert Clark and Richard
Osgood then supported Plan C.

Clark said both plans A and B
proposed to force student
participation in student
government. He maintained
that students are not that

interested in student
government and both proposals
were off base.

Osgood said he has never
seen any need for change.
The STATUS QUO, he felt,

operated sufficiently well.

The three plans will be

"OVER THE HILL"

overheard

The blaze was quickly

efficiently brought un
control by the commui

"oh STUDENT TALENT SHINES

(cont. from page 6)

wrong with coming from a
wealthy family, but because
the ideal of becoming a whole
person can only be achieved by
living among people of various

ideas and of various social and
economic backgrounds. The
liberal arts school graduate
should and must be more
prepared to deal with the

^la-

roof. Brown the

dooi the

"standing wide open," and the

owner was not in sight.

Damage was confined to one
comer of the edifice, and a

dispatcher at the Police Dept.

nted. of hit

gone, but not all of hit."

Chief Paul Waggoner had a

section of the Munteagle
Highway blocked off by
patrolmen in order to control

onlookers.

Normally, one of the

policemen will man the
dispatcher's desk, but in this

case, Chief Waggoner noted,
the police were busy at the

Highway, and this is why
Runge was placed at the desk.

Both trucks were sent to the

blaze, but no explanation was
given as to why the first truck
was sent with only a few
fireman aboard.

(cont. from page 5)

has distinguished him in past

performances.

Director Donaldson's wry
interpretation, the talented

cast, and the picturesque set

designed by Isaac Turner,
combined to form a delightful

presentation of this comedy by
G. B. Shaw.

"The Lesson," which was
directed by Jim Mulkin, is one
of Ionesco's most produced
and best known works,
rivalling "The Bald Soprano."
The play calls for the gradual

reversal of the two main roles,

and has thus become a study

piece for modern actors.

The show featured William

Porcher Dubose, III, Marilyn

Joy Walker, and Cecilia Toxey
Smith. Billy Dubose as the

Professor had no difficulty

with the role as line by line he
lost the timidity that

characterized his entrance and

.ind city

uncertainty and fear. The role

of the Maid, portrayed by
CeCe Smith, was interestingly

interpreted as a sort of mother
figure to the professor. She
scolded him, spanked him, and
then comforted him on her

knee (all figuratively, of

evidence in the tightly directed

performance. The set by J.E.R.

Friedenberg was both lovely

and functional.

To both directors, casts, and
crew, congratulations. No
kiddin'.

of futu re tu tion increase s, but
I do h ve a i idea about what

do nowasstuden
later as alun ni to help improve

arts edu
received at Sewanee. V
tell outsid
Sewane

ml.

doing and
o

b

th"r

words, we can help olicit

ributi

POETRY TO BE SPONSORED
(con t . from page 4

)

two years at Yale. After serving

in the U.S. State Department
for seven years, he came to

Sewanee in 1924 as Professor

of Economics and founder of

the Economics Department.

Mr. Kayden retired from the

University of the South in

1955 in order to give his full

time to translations of Russian

poetry, begun in 1911 in his

hours of leisure from the tasks

of teaching and research in

Economics. He won his fame
with translations from Boris

Pasternak and other Russian

contribute ourselves as and
when we are able. Think about
it. It is OUR school. We are

now a part of it, and it is a part

of us which will always be with

THE UNIVERSITY SUPPLY

STORE

poets of greatest cultural

significance. TIME Magazine
declared in 1959 his volume of

Pasternak's POEMS as the

"Year's Best in Poetry."

Professor Kayden holds the

honorary degree Doctor of

Humane Letters from the

University of Colorado and the

degree of D.Litt. from the

University of the South. '

'An old friend with a hew name.

'

FRANKLIN COUNTY BANK
SEWANEE BRANCH

FORMERLY BANK OF SEWANEE
Compounding interest daily — paying quarterly


